TO: Marco Murillo, President, Associated Students, UC San Diego

FROM: SPACES Board of Directors

RE: SPACES Funding Memorandum of Understanding with the Associated Students

DATE: April 13, 2008

Whereas the undergraduate student body approved the PULSE referendum in the spring of 2007 increasing the Associated Student activity fee by $7 per student, per quarter with the understanding that allocation of the fee shall be distributed along the grounds of 29% to financial aid, 43% to SPACES, 14% to SIAPS and 14% to ASP. The AS will receive and oversee these funds; in order to access these funds, SPACES, SIAPS, ASP must submit a budget to be approved by the Vice President Finance and Resources and the President.

This agreement between the Student Promoted Access Center for Education and Service (SPACES), the Academic Success Program (ASP), Student Initiated Access Programs and Services (SIAPS), and the Associated Students (ASUCSD) shall be considered hereafter as a Memorandum of Understanding and is in use for the allocation and management of funds assigned to entities for student-initiated access and retention programs, services and operations as defined by SPACES, SIAPS, and ASP charters.

As outlined in the SPACES Charter, the SPACES Board of Directors shall have complete administrative and financial responsibility regarding all matters revolving around the mission and endeavors of SPACES, ASP & SIAPS. As outlined by the PULSE referendum, the Associated Students must allocate the $7 per student, per quarter to SPACES, ASP and SIAPS. Additionally, any future student fee referendum or other increases in funding in support of student-initiated access and retention programs, must be approved by the SPACES Board of Directors.

To fulfill the mission of SPACES, ASP & SIAPS, and be able to conduct long-term financial planning, the Associated Students recognizes that all unused funding by SPACES, ASP and SIAPS shall be reallocated to the SPACES financial account and be distributed by the SPACES Board of Directors. Additionally, SPACES shall maintain a development account with the UC San Diego Office of Development, and be able to receive external philanthropic donations to better maximize funding received from student fees.

The Associated Students shall not make any amendments to the SPACES Memorandum of Understanding or SPACES, ASP & SIAPS Charters without the acknowledgment and approval of the SPACES Board of Directors.